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The SAGE Handbook of Visual Research Methods
This is a new edition of the accessible and student-friendly 'how to' for anyone
using R for the first time, for use in spatial statistical analysis, geocomputation and
digital mapping. The authors, once again, take readers from ‘zero to hero’,
updating the now standard text to further enable practical R applications in GIS,
spatial analyses, spatial statistics, web-scraping and more. Revised and updated,
each chapter includes: example data and commands to explore hands-on; scripts
and coding to exemplify specific functionality; self-contained exercises for students
to work through; embedded code within the descriptive text. The new edition
includes detailed discussion of new and emerging packages within R like sf, ggplot,
tmap, making it the go to introduction for all researchers collecting and using data
with location attached. This is the introduction to the use of R for spatial statistical
analysis, geocomputation, and GIS for all researchers - regardless of discipline collecting and using data with location attached.

Handbook of Statistical Methods and Analyses in Sports
The high-level language of R is recognized as one of the most powerful and flexible
statistical software environments, and is rapidly becoming the standard setting for
quantitative analysis, statistics and graphics. R provides free access to unrivalled
coverage and cutting-edge applications, enabling the user to apply numerous
statistical methods ranging from simple regression to time series or multivariate
analysis. Building on the success of the author’s bestselling Statistics: An
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Introduction using R, The R Book is packed with worked examples, providing an all
inclusive guide to R, ideal for novice and more accomplished users alike. The book
assumes no background in statistics or computing and introduces the advantages
of the R environment, detailing its applications in a wide range of disciplines.
Provides the first comprehensive reference manual for the R language, including
practical guidance and full coverage of the graphics facilities. Introduces all the
statistical models covered by R, beginning with simple classical tests such as chisquare and t-test. Proceeds to examine more advance methods, from regression
and analysis of variance, through to generalized linear models, generalized mixed
models, time series, spatial statistics, multivariate statistics and much more. The R
Book is aimed at undergraduates, postgraduates and professionals in science,
engineering and medicine. It is also ideal for students and professionals in
statistics, economics, geography and the social sciences.

Spatial Analysis for the Social Sciences
R for Political Data Science: A Practical Guide is a handbook for political scientists
new to R who want to learn the most useful and common ways to interpret and
analyze political data. It was written by political scientists, thinking about the many
real-world problems faced in their work. The book has 16 chapters and is organized
in three sections. The first, on the use of R, is for those users who are learning R or
are migrating from another software. The second section, on econometric models,
covers OLS, binary and survival models, panel data, and causal inference. The third
section is a data science toolbox of some the most useful tools in the discipline:
data imputation, fuzzy merge of large datasets, web mining, quantitative text
analysis, network analysis, mapping, spatial cluster analysis, and principal
component analysis. Key features: Each chapter has the most up-to-date and
simple option available for each task, assuming minimal prerequisites and no
previous experience in R Makes extensive use of the Tidyverse, the group of
packages that has revolutionized the use of R Provides a step-by-step guide that
you can replicate using your own data Includes exercises in every chapter for
course use or self-study Focuses on practical-based approaches to statistical
inference rather than mathematical formulae Supplemented by an R package,
including all data As the title suggests, this book is highly applied in nature, and is
designed as a toolbox for the reader. It can be used in methods and data science
courses, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. It will be equally useful for
a university student pursuing a PhD, political consultants, or a public official, all of
whom need to transform their datasets into substantive and easily interpretable
conclusions.

The SAGE Handbook of Spatial Analysis
Although interest in spatial regression models has surged in recent years, a
comprehensive, up-to-date text on these approaches does not exist. Filling this
void, Introduction to Spatial Econometrics presents a variety of regression methods
used to analyze spatial data samples that violate the traditional assumption of
independence between observations. It explores a wide range of alternative topics,
including maximum likelihood and Bayesian estimation, various types of spatial
regression specifications, and applied modeling situations involving different
circumstances. Leaders in this field, the authors clarify the often-mystifying
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phenomenon of simultaneous spatial dependence. By presenting new methods,
they help with the interpretation of spatial regression models, especially ones that
include spatial lags of the dependent variable. The authors also examine the
relationship between spatiotemporal processes and long-run equilibrium states
that are characterized by simultaneous spatial dependence. MATLAB® toolboxes
useful for spatial econometric estimation are available on the authors’ websites.
This work covers spatial econometric modeling as well as numerous applied
illustrations of the methods. It encompasses many recent advances in spatial
econometric models—including some previously unpublished results.

Design and Modeling for Computer Experiments
The widespread use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has significantly
increased the demand for knowledge about spatial analytical techniques across a
range of disciplines. As growing numbers of researchers realise they are dealing
with spatial data, the demand for specialised statistical and mathematical methods
designed to deal with spatial data is undergoing a rapid increase. Responding to
this demand, The Handbook of Spatial Analysis is a comprehensive and
authoritative discussion of issues and techniques in the field of Spatial Data
Analysis. Its principal focus is on: • why the analysis of spatial data needs separate
treatment • the main areas of spatial analysis • the key debates within spatial
analysis • examples of the application of various spatial analytical techniques •
problems in spatial analysis • areas for future research Aimed at an international
audience of academics, The Handbook of Spatial Analysis will also prove essential
to graduate level students and researchers in government agencies and the
private sector.

Applied Spatial Data Analysis with R
Recent years have seen an explosion in new kinds of data on infectious diseases,
including data on social contacts, whole genome sequences of pathogens,
biomarkers for susceptibility to infection, serological panel data, and surveillance
data. The Handbook of Infectious Disease Data Analysis provides an overview of
many key statistical methods that have been developed in response to such new
data streams and the associated ability to address key scientific and
epidemiological questions. A unique feature of the Handbook is the wide range of
topics covered. Key features Contributors include many leading researchers in the
field Divided into four main sections: Basic concepts, Analysis of Outbreak Data,
Analysis of Seroprevalence Data, Analysis of Surveillance Data Numerous case
studies and examples throughout Provides both introductory material and key
reference material

An Introduction to R for Spatial Analysis and Mapping
Handbook of Design and Analysis of Experiments provides a detailed overview of
the tools required for the optimal design of experiments and their analyses. The
handbook gives a unified treatment of a wide range of topics, covering the latest
developments. This carefully edited collection of 25 chapters in seven sections
synthesizes the state of the art in the theory and applications of designed
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experiments and their analyses. Written by leading researchers in the field, the
chapters offer a balanced blend of methodology and applications. The first section
presents a historical look at experimental design and the fundamental theory of
parameter estimation in linear models. The second section deals with settings such
as response surfaces and block designs in which the response is modeled by a
linear model, the third section covers designs with multiple factors (both treatment
and blocking factors), and the fourth section presents optimal designs for
generalized linear models, other nonlinear models, and spatial models. The fifth
section addresses issues involved in designing various computer experiments. The
sixth section explores "cross-cutting" issues relevant to all experimental designs,
including robustness and algorithms. The final section illustrates the application of
experimental design in recently developed areas. This comprehensive handbook
equips new researchers with a broad understanding of the field’s numerous
techniques and applications. The book is also a valuable reference for more
experienced research statisticians working in engineering and manufacturing, the
basic sciences, and any discipline that depends on controlled experimental
investigation.

Statistics for Spatio-Temporal Data
Since their popularization in the 1990s, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods
have revolutionized statistical computing and have had an especially profound
impact on the practice of Bayesian statistics. Furthermore, MCMC methods have
enabled the development and use of intricate models in an astonishing array of
disciplines as diverse as fisherie

Statistical Analysis of Spatial Point Patterns
This handbook will provide both overviews of statistical methods in sports and indepth treatment of critical problems and challenges confronting statistical research
in sports. The material in the handbook will be organized by major sport (baseball,
football, hockey, basketball, and soccer) followed by a section on other sports and
general statistical design and analysis issues that are common to all sports. This
handbook has the potential to become the standard reference for obtaining the
necessary background to conduct serious statistical analyses for sports
applications and to appreciate scholarly work in this expanding area.

Introduction to Spatial Econometrics
"Ideal for anyone who wishes to gain a practical understanding of spatial statistics
and geostatistics. Difficult concepts are well explained and supported by excellent
examples in R code, allowing readers to see how each of the methods is
implemented in practice" - Professor Tao Cheng, University College London
Focusing specifically on spatial statistics and including components for ArcGIS, R,
SAS and WinBUGS, this book illustrates the use of basic spatial statistics and
geostatistics, as well as the spatial filtering techniques used in all relevant
programs and software. It explains and demonstrates techniques in: spatial
sampling spatial autocorrelation local statistics spatial interpolation in twodimensions advanced topics including Bayesian methods, Monte Carlo simulation,
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error and uncertainty. It is a systematic overview of the fundamental spatial
statistical methods used by applied researchers in geography, environmental
science, health and epidemiology, population and demography, and planning. A
companion website includes digital R code for implementing the analyses in
specific chapters and relevant data sets to run the R codes.

Spatial Point Patterns
This unique volume focuses on the "tools" of medical statistics. It contains over
500 concepts or methods, all of which are explained very clearly and in detail.
Each chapter focuses on a specific field and its applications. There are about 20
items in each chapter with each item independent of one another and explained
within one page (plus references). The structure of the book makes it extremely
handy for solving targeted problems in this area. As the goal of the book is to
encourage students to learn more combinatorics, every effort has been made to
provide them with a not only useful, but also enjoyable and engaging reading. This
handbook plays the role of "tutor" or "advisor" for teaching and further learning. It
can also be a useful source for "MOOC-style teaching".

Model-based Geostatistics for Global Public Health
Understand How to Analyze and Interpret Information in Ecological Point
PatternsAlthough numerous statistical methods for analyzing spatial point patterns
have been available for several decades, they haven't been extensively applied in
an ecological context. Addressing this gap, Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern
Analysis in Ecology shows how the t

Surrogates
This handbook focuses on the enormous literature applying statistical methodology
and modelling to environmental and ecological processes. The 21st century
statistics community has become increasingly interdisciplinary, bringing a large
collection of modern tools to all areas of application in environmental processes. In
addition, the environmental community has substantially increased its scope of
data collection including observational data, satellite-derived data, and computer
model output. The resultant impact in this latter community has been substantial;
no longer are simple regression and analysis of variance methods adequate. The
contribution of this handbook is to assemble a state-of-the-art view of this
interface. Features: An internationally regarded editorial team. A distinguished
collection of contributors. A thoroughly contemporary treatment of a substantial
interdisciplinary interface. Written to engage both statisticians as well as
quantitative environmental researchers. 34 chapters covering methodology,
ecological processes, environmental exposure, and statistical methods in climate
science.

The SAGE Handbook of Spatial Analysis
Handbook of Spatial Epidemiology explains how to model epidemiological problems
and improve inference about disease etiology from a geographical perspective.
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Top epidemiologists, geographers, and statisticians share interdisciplinary
viewpoints on analyzing spatial data and space–time variations in disease
incidences. These analyses can provide important information that leads to better
decision making in public health. The first part of the book addresses general
issues related to epidemiology, GIS, environmental studies, clustering, and
ecological analysis. The second part presents basic statistical methods used in
spatial epidemiology, including fundamental likelihood principles, Bayesian
methods, and testing and nonparametric approaches. With a focus on special
methods, the third part describes geostatistical models, splines, quantile
regression, focused clustering, mixtures, multivariate methods, and much more.
The final part examines special problems and application areas, such as residential
history analysis, segregation, health services research, health surveys, infectious
disease, veterinary topics, and health surveillance and clustering. Spatial
epidemiology, also known as disease mapping, studies the geographical or spatial
distribution of health outcomes. This handbook offers a wide-ranging overview of
state-of-the-art approaches to determine the relationships between health and
various risk factors, empowering researchers and policy makers to tackle public
health problems.

Handbook of Mixture Analysis
Mixture models have been around for over 150 years, and they are found in many
branches of statistical modelling, as a versatile and multifaceted tool. They can be
applied to a wide range of data: univariate or multivariate, continuous or
categorical, cross-sectional, time series, networks, and much more. Mixture
analysis is a very active research topic in statistics and machine learning, with new
developments in methodology and applications taking place all the time. The
Handbook of Mixture Analysis is a very timely publication, presenting a broad
overview of the methods and applications of this important field of research. It
covers a wide array of topics, including the EM algorithm, Bayesian mixture
models, model-based clustering, high-dimensional data, hidden Markov models,
and applications in finance, genomics, and astronomy. Features: Provides a
comprehensive overview of the methods and applications of mixture modelling and
analysis Divided into three parts: Foundations and Methods; Mixture Modelling and
Extensions; and Selected Applications Contains many worked examples using real
data, together with computational implementation, to illustrate the methods
described Includes contributions from the leading researchers in the field The
Handbook of Mixture Analysis is targeted at graduate students and young
researchers new to the field. It will also be an important reference for anyone
working in this field, whether they are developing new methodology, or applying
the models to real scientific problems.

Statistical Methods for Spatial Data Analysis
Applied Spatial Data Analysis with R, second edition, is divided into two basic parts,
the first presenting R packages, functions, classes and methods for handling
spatial data. This part is of interest to users who need to access and visualise
spatial data. Data import and export for many file formats for spatial data are
covered in detail, as is the interface between R and the open source GRASS GIS
and the handling of spatio-temporal data. The second part showcases more
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specialised kinds of spatial data analysis, including spatial point pattern analysis,
interpolation and geostatistics, areal data analysis and disease mapping. The
coverage of methods of spatial data analysis ranges from standard techniques to
new developments, and the examples used are largely taken from the spatial
statistics literature. All the examples can be run using R contributed packages
available from the CRAN website, with code and additional data sets from the
book's own website. Compared to the first edition, the second edition covers the
more systematic approach towards handling spatial data in R, as well as a number
of important and widely used CRAN packages that have appeared since the first
edition. This book will be of interest to researchers who intend to use R to handle,
visualise, and analyse spatial data. It will also be of interest to spatial data analysts
who do not use R, but who are interested in practical aspects of implementing
software for spatial data analysis. It is a suitable companion book for introductory
spatial statistics courses and for applied methods courses in a wide range of
subjects using spatial data, including human and physical geography, geographical
information science and geoinformatics, the environmental sciences, ecology,
public health and disease control, economics, public administration and political
science. The book has a website where complete code examples, data sets, and
other support material may be found: http://www.asdar-book.org. The authors have
taken part in writing and maintaining software for spatial data handling and
analysis with R in concert since 2003.

Displaying Time Series, Spatial, and Space-Time Data with R
Handbook of Cluster Analysis provides a comprehensive and unified account of the
main research developments in cluster analysis. Written by active, distinguished
researchers in this area, the book helps readers make informed choices of the
most suitable clustering approach for their problem and make better use of
existing cluster analysis tools. The book is organized according to the traditional
core approaches to cluster analysis, from the origins to recent developments. After
an overview of approaches and a quick journey through the history of cluster
analysis, the book focuses on the four major approaches to cluster analysis. These
approaches include methods for optimizing an objective function that describes
how well data is grouped around centroids, dissimilarity-based methods, mixture
models and partitioning models, and clustering methods inspired by nonparametric
density estimation. The book also describes additional approaches to cluster
analysis, including constrained and semi-supervised clustering, and explores other
relevant issues, such as evaluating the quality of a cluster. This handbook is
accessible to readers from various disciplines, reflecting the interdisciplinary
nature of cluster analysis. For those already experienced with cluster analysis, the
book offers a broad and structured overview. For newcomers to the field, it
presents an introduction to key issues. For researchers who are temporarily or
marginally involved with cluster analysis problems, the book gives enough
algorithmic and practical details to facilitate working knowledge of specific
clustering areas.

Angular Statistics
The widespread use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has significantly
increased the demand for knowledge about spatial analytical techniques across a
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range of disciplines. As growing numbers of researchers realise they are dealing
with spatial data, the demand for specialised statistical and mathematical methods
designed to deal with spatial data is undergoing a rapid increase. Responding to
this demand, The Handbook of Spatial Analysis is a comprehensive and
authoritative discussion of issues and techniques in the field of Spatial Data
Analysis. Its principal focus is on: • why the analysis of spatial data needs separate
treatment • the main areas of spatial analysis • the key debates within spatial
analysis • examples of the application of various spatial analytical techniques •
problems in spatial analysis • areas for future research Aimed at an international
audience of academics, The Handbook of Spatial Analysis will also prove essential
to graduate level students and researchers in government agencies and the
private sector.

Spatial Statistics and Geostatistics
Focusing on the exploration of data with visual methods, this book presents
methods and R code for producing high-quality static graphics, interactive
visualizations, and animations of time series, spatial, and space-time data.
Practical examples using real-world datasets help you understand how to apply the
methods and code. Each of the three parts of the book is devoted to different types
of data. In each part, the chapters are grouped according to the various
visualization methods or data characteristics. Recent developments in the
"htmlwidgets" family of packages are covered in this second edition with many
new interactive graphics.

Hierarchical Modeling and Analysis for Spatial Data
Modelling Spatial and Spatial-Temporal Data: A Bayesian Approach is aimed at
statisticians and quantitative social, economic and public health students and
researchers who work with spatial and spatial-temporal data. It assumes a
grounding in statistical theory up to the standard linear regression model. The
book compares both hierarchical and spatial econometric modelling, providing
both a reference and a teaching text with exercises in each chapter. The book
provides a fully Bayesian, self-contained, treatment of the underlying statistical
theory, with chapters dedicated to substantive applications. The book includes
WinBUGS code and R code and all datasets are available online. Part I covers
fundamental issues arising when modelling spatial and spatial-temporal data. Part
II focuses on modelling cross-sectional spatial data and begins by describing
exploratory methods that help guide the modelling process. There are then two
theoretical chapters on Bayesian models and a chapter of applications. Two
chapters follow on spatial econometric modelling, one describing different models,
the other substantive applications. Part III discusses modelling spatial-temporal
data, first introducing models for time series data. Exploratory methods for
detecting different types of space-time interaction are presented followed by two
chapters on the theory of space-time separable (without space-time interaction)
and inseparable (with space-time interaction) models. An applications chapter
includes: the evaluation of a policy intervention; analysing the temporal dynamics
of crime hotspots; chronic disease surveillance; and testing for evidence of spatial
spillovers in the spread of an infectious disease. A final chapter suggests some
future directions and challenges.
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Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern Analysis in Ecology
As with the bestselling first edition, Computational Statistics Handbook with
MATLAB, Second Edition covers some of the most commonly used contemporary
techniques in computational statistics. With a strong, practical focus on
implementing the methods, the authors include algorithmic descriptions of the
procedures as well as

Handbook of Cluster Analysis
Among the many uses of hierarchical modeling, their application to the statistical
analysis of spatial and spatio-temporal data from areas such as epidemiology And
environmental science has proven particularly fruitful. Yet to date, the few books
that address the subject have been either too narrowly focused on specific aspects
of spatial analysis,

Handbook of Environmental and Ecological Statistics
This book shows how to model the spatial interactions between actors that are at
the heart of the social sciences.

Handbook of Statistical Distributions with Applications
Computer simulations based on mathematical models have become ubiquitous
across the engineering disciplines and throughout the physical sciences. Successful
use of a simulation model, however, requires careful interrogation of the model
through systematic computer experiments. While specific theoretical/mathematical
examinations of computer experiment design are available, those interested in
applying proposed methodologies need a practical presentation and
straightforward guidance on analyzing and interpreting experiment results. Written
by authors with strong academic reputations and real-world practical experience,
Design and Modeling for Computer Experiments is exactly the kind of treatment
you need. The authors blend a sound, modern statistical approach with extensive
engineering applications and clearly delineate the steps required to successfully
model a problem and provide an analysis that will help find the solution. Part I
introduces the design and modeling of computer experiments and the basic
concepts used throughout the book. Part II focuses on the design of computer
experiments. The authors present the most popular space-filling designs - like Latin
hypercube sampling and its modifications and uniform design - including their
definitions, properties, construction and related generating algorithms. Part III
discusses the modeling of data from computer experiments. Here the authors
present various modeling techniques and discuss model interpretation, including
sensitivity analysis. An appendix reviews the statistics and mathematics concepts
needed, and numerous examples clarify the techniques and their implementation.
The complexity of real physical systems means that there is usually no simple
analytic formula that sufficiently describes the phenomena. Useful both as a
textbook and professional reference, this book presents the techniques you need
to design and model computer experiments for practical problem solving.
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R for Political Data Science
This handbook focuses on the enormous literature applying statistical methodology
and modelling to environmental and ecological processes. The 21st century
statistics community has become increasingly interdisciplinary, bringing a large
collection of modern tools to all areas of application in environmental processes. In
addition, the environmental community has substantially increased its scope of
data collection including observational data, satellite-derived data, and computer
model output. The resultant impact in this latter community has been substantial;
no longer are simple regression and analysis of variance methods adequate. The
contribution of this handbook is to assemble a state-of-the-art view of this
interface. Features: An internationally regarded editorial team. A distinguished
collection of contributors. A thoroughly contemporary treatment of a substantial
interdisciplinary interface. Written to engage both statisticians as well as
quantitative environmental researchers. 34 chapters covering methodology,
ecological processes, environmental exposure, and statistical methods in climate
science.

Spatial Statistics and Modeling
Directional data arise in the form of circular / semicircular / axial, symmetric /
asymmetric, uni / bimodal data, in practical situations of varied fields. For the
purpose of modeling such kind of data sets, the data scientists found that existing
models as inadequate. As there is paucity of angular models, and to fill the gap,
this book is designed at constructing new angular models with the existing
techniques and to develop new tools of constructing angular models with an
application to control charts in angular models. This book is planned to cover the
following topics in nine chapters Wrapped, stereographic and offset circular models
Construction of angular models using Rising Sun function, positive definite
sequences, discretization and through differential approach Extemporaneous
Semicircular / arc and asymmetric l – axial models Choice of angular models as an
inferential aspect and construction of control charts for angular data as an
application are presented. This graduate level book will be useful for data
scientists, researchers and research students of Statistics and allied fields.

Handbook of Discrete-Valued Time Series
Modern Data Science with R is a comprehensive data science textbook for
undergraduates that incorporates statistical and computational thinking to solve
real-world problems with data. Rather than focus exclusively on case studies or
programming syntax, this book illustrates how statistical programming in the stateof-the-art R/RStudio computing environment can be leveraged to extract
meaningful information from a variety of data in the service of addressing
compelling statistical questions. Contemporary data science requires a tight
integration of knowledge from statistics, computer science, mathematics, and a
domain of application. This book will help readers with some background in
statistics and modest prior experience with coding develop and practice the
appropriate skills to tackle complex data science projects. The book features a
number of exercises and has a flexible organization conducive to teaching a
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variety of semester courses.

Computational Statistics Handbook with MATLAB
Assembling a collection of very prominent researchers in the field, the Handbook of
Spatial Statistics presents a comprehensive treatment of both classical and stateof-the-art aspects of this maturing area. It takes a unified, integrated approach to
the material, providing cross-references among chapters.The handbook begins
with a historical intro

Handbook of Environmental and Ecological Statistics
This is a new edition of the classic monograph, published in 1983, that described
those statistical methods that are used to analyse spatial data. This edition has
been entirely updated with the latest developments in the analysis of spatial data
which have grown to become a large area of concern in environmental and
epidemiological research. There is a website connected with the volume that
contains additional data sets and a new chapter on spatial epidemiology. It is
appropriate for graduate level statisticians in various disciplines.

Handbook of Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Understanding spatial statistics requires tools from applied and mathematical
statistics, linear model theory, regression, time series, and stochastic processes. It
also requires a mindset that focuses on the unique characteristics of spatial data
and the development of specialized analytical tools designed explicitly for spatial
data analysis. Statistical Methods for Spatial Data Analysis answers the demand for
a text that incorporates all of these factors by presenting a balanced exposition
that explores both the theoretical foundations of the field of spatial statistics as
well as practical methods for the analysis of spatial data. This book is a
comprehensive and illustrative treatment of basic statistical theory and methods
for spatial data analysis, employing a model-based and frequentist approach that
emphasizes the spatial domain. It introduces essential tools and approaches
including: measures of autocorrelation and their role in data analysis; the
background and theoretical framework supporting random fields; the analysis of
mapped spatial point patterns; estimation and modeling of the covariance function
and semivariogram; a comprehensive treatment of spatial analysis in the spectral
domain; and spatial prediction and kriging. The volume also delivers a thorough
analysis of spatial regression, providing a detailed development of linear models
with uncorrelated errors, linear models with spatially-correlated errors and
generalized linear mixed models for spatial data. It succinctly discusses Bayesian
hierarchical models and concludes with reviews on simulating random fields, nonstationary covariance, and spatio-temporal processes. Additional material on the
CRC Press website supplements the content of this book. The site provides data
sets used as examples in the text, software code that can be used to implement
many of the principal methods described and illustrated, and updates to the text
itself.

Handbook of Infectious Disease Data Analysis
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Computer simulation experiments are essential to modern scientific discovery,
whether that be in physics, chemistry, biology, epidemiology, ecology,
engineering, etc. Surrogates are meta-models of computer simulations, used to
solve mathematical models that are too intricate to be worked by hand. Gaussian
process (GP) regression is a supremely flexible tool for the analysis of computer
simulation experiments. This book presents an applied introduction to GP
regression for modelling and optimization of computer simulation experiments.
Features: • Emphasis on methods, applications, and reproducibility. • R code is
integrated throughout for application of the methods. • Includes more than 200 full
colour figures. • Includes many exercises to supplement understanding, with
separate solutions available from the author. • Supported by a website with full
code available to reproduce all methods and examples. The book is primarily
designed as a textbook for postgraduate students studying GP regression from
mathematics, statistics, computer science, and engineering. Given the breadth of
examples, it could also be used by researchers from these fields, as well as from
economics, life science, social science, etc.

Handbook of Spatial Epidemiology
The second, thoroughly revised and expanded, edition of The SAGE Handbook of
Visual Research Methods presents a wide-ranging exploration and overview of the
field today. As in its first edition, the Handbook does not aim to present a
consistent view or voice, but rather to exemplify diversity and contradictions in
perspectives and techniques. The selection of chapters from the first edition have
been fully updated to reflect current developments. New chapters to the second
edition cover key topics including picture-sorting techniques, creative methods
using artefacts, visual framing analysis, therapeutic uses of images, and various
emerging digital technologies and online practices. At the core of all contributions
are theoretical and methodological debates about the meanings and study of the
visual, presented in vibrant accounts of research design, analytical techniques,
fieldwork encounters and data presentation. This handbook presents a unique
survey of the discipline that will be essential reading for scholars and students
across the social and behavioural sciences, arts and humanities, and far beyond
these disciplinary boundaries. The Handbook is organized into seven main
sections: PART 1: FRAMING THE FIELD OF VISUAL RESEARCH PART 2: VISUAL AND
SPATIAL DATA PRODUCTION METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES PART 3:
PARTICIPATORY AND SUBJECT-CENTERED APPROACHES PART 4: ANALYTICAL
FRAMEWORKS AND PERSPECTIVES PART 5: MULTIMODAL AND MULTISENSORIAL
RESEARCH PART 6: RESEARCHING ONLINE PRACTICES PART 7: COMMUNICATING
THE VISUAL: FORMATS AND CONCERNS

The R Book
Model-based Geostatistics for Global Public Health: Methods and Applications
provides an introductory account of model-based geostatistics, its implementation
in open-source software and its application in public health research. In the public
health problems that are the focus of this book, the authors describe and explain
the pattern of spatial variation in a health outcome or exposure measurement of
interest. Model-based geostatistics uses explicit probability models and established
principles of statistical inference to address questions of this kind. Features:
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Presents state-of-the-art methods in model-based geostatistics. Discusses the
application these methods some of the most challenging global public health
problems including disease mapping, exposure mapping and environmental
epidemiology. Describes exploratory methods for analysing geostatistical data,
including: diagnostic checking of residuals standard linear and generalized linear
models; variogram analysis; Gaussian process models and geostatistical design
issues. Includes a range of more complex geostatistical problems where research
is ongoing. All of the results in the book are reproducible using publicly available R
code and data-sets, as well as a dedicated R package. This book has been written
to be accessible not only to statisticians but also to students and researchers in the
public health sciences. The Authors Peter Diggle is Distinguished University
Professor of Statistics in the Faculty of Health and Medicine, Lancaster University.
He also holds honorary positions at the Johns Hopkins University School of Public
Health, Columbia University International Research Institute for Climate and
Society, and Yale University School of Public Health. His research involves the
development of statistical methods for analyzing spatial and longitudinal data and
their applications in the biomedical and health sciences. Dr Emanuele Giorgi is a
Lecturer in Biostatistics and member of the CHICAS research group at Lancaster
University, where he formerly obtained a PhD in Statistics and Epidemiology in
2015. His research interests involve the development of novel geostatistical
methods for disease mapping, with a special focus on malaria and other tropical
diseases. In 2018, Dr Giorgi was awarded the Royal Statistical Society Research
Prize "for outstanding published contribution at the interface of statistics and
epidemiology." He is also the lead developer of PrevMap, an R package where all
the methodology found in this book has been implemented.

Handbook Of Medical Statistics
Spatial statistics are useful in subjects as diverse as climatology, ecology,
economics, environmental and earth sciences, epidemiology, image analysis and
more. This book covers the best-known spatial models for three types of spatial
data: geostatistical data (stationarity, intrinsic models, variograms, spatial
regression and space-time models), areal data (Gibbs-Markov fields and spatial
auto-regression) and point pattern data (Poisson, Cox, Gibbs and Markov point
processes). The level is relatively advanced, and the presentation concise but
complete. The most important statistical methods and their asymptotic properties
are described, including estimation in geostatistics, autocorrelation and secondorder statistics, maximum likelihood methods, approximate inference using the
pseudo-likelihood or Monte-Carlo simulations, statistics for point processes and
Bayesian hierarchical models. A chapter is devoted to Markov Chain Monte Carlo
simulation (Gibbs sampler, Metropolis-Hastings algorithms and exact simulation). A
large number of real examples are studied with R, and each chapter ends with a
set of theoretical and applied exercises. While a foundation in probability and
mathematical statistics is assumed, three appendices introduce some necessary
background. The book is accessible to senior undergraduate students with a solid
math background and Ph.D. students in statistics. Furthermore, experienced
statisticians and researchers in the above-mentioned fields will find the book
valuable as a mathematically sound reference. This book is the English translation
of Modélisation et Statistique Spatiales published by Springer in the series
Mathématiques & Applications, a series established by Société de Mathématiques
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Appliquées et Industrielles (SMAI).

Theory of Spatial Statistics
Winner of the 2013 DeGroot Prize. A state-of-the-art presentation of spatiotemporal processes,bridging classic ideas with modern hierarchical
statisticalmodeling concepts and the latest computational methods Noel Cressie
and Christopher K. Wikle, are also winnersof the 2011 PROSE Award in the
Mathematics category, for thebook “Statistics for Spatio-Temporal Data”
(2011),published by John Wiley and Sons. (The PROSE awards, forProfessional and
Scholarly Excellence, are given by the Associationof American Publishers, the
national trade association of the USbook publishing industry.) Statistics for SpatioTemporal Data has now beenreprinted with small corrections to the text andthe
bibliography. The overall content and pagination of thenew printing remains the
same; the difference comes inthe form of corrections to typographical errors,
editing ofincomplete and missing references, and some updated spatiotemporalinterpretations. From understanding environmental processes and climate
trends todeveloping new technologies for mapping public-health data and
thespread of invasive-species, there is a high demand for statisticalanalyses of
data that take spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporalinformation into account.
Statistics for Spatio-TemporalData presents a systematic approach to key
quantitativetechniques that incorporate the latest advances in statisticalcomputing
as well as hierarchical, particularly Bayesian,statistical modeling, with an emphasis
on dynamical spatio-temporalmodels. Cressie and Wikle supply a unique
presentation thatincorporates ideas from the areas of time series and
spatialstatistics as well as stochastic processes. Beginning with
separatetreatments of temporal data and spatial data, the book combinesthese
concepts to discuss spatio-temporal statistical methods forunderstanding complex
processes. Topics of coverage include: Exploratory methods for spatio-temporal
data, includingvisualization, spectral analysis, empirical orthogonal
functionanalysis, and LISAs Spatio-temporal covariance functions, spatio-temporal
kriging,and time series of spatial processes Development of hierarchical dynamical
spatio-temporal models(DSTMs), with discussion of linear and nonlinear DSTMs
andcomputational algorithms for their implementation Quantifying and exploring
spatio-temporal variability inscientific applications, including case studies based on
real-worldenvironmental data Throughout the book, interesting applications
demonstrate therelevance of the presented concepts. Vivid, full-color
graphicsemphasize the visual nature of the topic, and a related FTP sitecontains
supplementary material. Statistics for Spatio-TemporalData is an excellent book for
a graduate-level course onspatio-temporal statistics. It is also a valuable reference
forresearchers and practitioners in the fields of applied mathematics,engineering,
and the environmental and health sciences.

Handbook of Design and Analysis of Experiments
Model a Wide Range of Count Time Series Handbook of Discrete-Valued Time
Series presents state-of-the-art methods for modeling time series of counts and
incorporates frequentist and Bayesian approaches for discrete-valued spatiotemporal data and multivariate data. While the book focuses on time series of
counts, some of the techniques discussed can be applied to other types of discretePage 14/18
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valued time series, such as binary-valued or categorical time series. Explore a
Balanced Treatment of Frequentist and Bayesian Perspectives Accessible to
graduate-level students who have taken an elementary class in statistical time
series analysis, the book begins with the history and current methods for modeling
and analyzing univariate count series. It next discusses diagnostics and
applications before proceeding to binary and categorical time series. The book
then provides a guide to modern methods for discrete-valued spatio-temporal
data, illustrating how far modern applications have evolved from their roots. The
book ends with a focus on multivariate and long-memory count series. Get
Guidance from Masters in the Field Written by a cohesive group of distinguished
contributors, this handbook provides a unified account of the diverse techniques
available for observation- and parameter-driven models. It covers likelihood and
approximate likelihood methods, estimating equations, simulation methods, and a
Bayesian approach for model fitting.

Modern Data Science with R
Modern Statistical Methodology and Software for Analyzing Spatial Point Patterns
Spatial Point Patterns: Methodology and Applications with R shows scientific
researchers and applied statisticians from a wide range of fields how to analyze
their spatial point pattern data. Making the techniques accessible to nonmathematicians, the authors draw on their 25 years of software development
experiences, methodological research, and broad scientific collaborations to
deliver a book that clearly and succinctly explains concepts and addresses real
scientific questions. Practical Advice on Data Analysis and Guidance on the Validity
and Applicability of Methods The first part of the book gives an introduction to R
software, advice about collecting data, information about handling and
manipulating data, and an accessible introduction to the basic concepts of point
processes. The second part presents tools for exploratory data analysis, including
non-parametric estimation of intensity, correlation, and spacing properties. The
third part discusses model-fitting and statistical inference for point patterns. The
final part describes point patterns with additional "structure," such as complicated
marks, space-time observations, three- and higher-dimensional spaces, replicated
observations, and point patterns constrained to a network of lines. Easily Analyze
Your Own Data Throughout the book, the authors use their spatstat package, which
is free, open-source code written in the R language. This package provides a wide
range of capabilities for spatial point pattern data, from basic data handling to
advanced analytic tools. The book focuses on practical needs from the user’s
perspective, offering answers to the most frequently asked questions in each
chapter.

Handbook of Spatial Statistics
Spatial epidemiology is the description and analysis of the geographical
distribution of disease. It is more important now than ever, with modern threats
such as bio-terrorism making such analysis even more complex. This second
edition of Statistical Methods in Spatial Epidemiology is updated and expanded to
offer a complete coverage of the analysis and application of spatial statistical
methods. The book is divided into two main sections: Part 1 introduces basic
definitions and terminology, along with map construction and some basic models.
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This is expanded upon in Part II by applying this knowledge to the fundamental
problems within spatial epidemiology, such as disease mapping, ecological
analysis, disease clustering, bio-terrorism, space-time analysis, surveillance and
infectious disease modelling. Provides a comprehensive overview of the main
statistical methods used in spatial epidemiology. Updated to include a new
emphasis on bio-terrorism and disease surveillance. Emphasizes the importance of
space-time modelling and outlines the practical application of the method.
Discusses the wide range of software available for analyzing spatial data, including
WinBUGS, SaTScan and R, and features an accompanying website hosting related
software. Contains numerous data sets, each representing a different approach to
the analysis, and provides an insight into various modelling techniques. This text is
primarily aimed at medical statisticians, researchers and practitioners from public
health and epidemiology. It is also suitable for postgraduate students of statistics
and epidemiology, as well professionals working in government agencies.

Regression Modelling wih Spatial and Spatial-Temporal Data
Easy-to-Use Reference and Software for Statistical Modeling and Testing Handbook
of Statistical Distributions with Applications, Second Edition provides quick access
to common and specialized probability distributions for modeling practical
problems and performing statistical calculations. Along with many new examples
and results, this edition includes both the author’s StatCalc software and R codes
to accurately and easily carry out computations. New to the Second Edition Major
changes in binomial, Poisson, normal, gamma, Weibull, exponential, logistic,
Laplace, and Pareto distributions Updated statistical tests and intervals based on
recent publications in statistical journals Enhanced PC calculator StatCalc with
electronic help manuals R functions for cases where StatCalc is not applicable, with
the codes available online This highly praised handbook integrates popular
probability distribution models, formulas, applications, and software to help you
compute a variety of statistical intervals. It covers probability and percentiles,
algorithms for random number generation, hypothesis tests, confidence intervals,
tolerance intervals, prediction intervals, sample size determination, and much
more.

Statistical Methods in Spatial Epidemiology
Theory of Spatial Statistics: A Concise Introduction presents the most important
models used in spatial statistics, including random fields and point processes, from
a rigorous mathematical point of view and shows how to carry out statistical
inference. It contains full proofs, real-life examples and theoretical exercises.
Solutions to the latter are available in an appendix. Assuming maturity in
probability and statistics, these concise lecture notes are self-contained and cover
enough material for a semester course. They may also serve as a reference book
for researchers. Features * Presents the mathematical foundations of spatial
statistics. * Contains worked examples from mining, disease mapping, forestry, soil
and environmental science, and criminology. * Gives pointers to the literature to
facilitate further study. * Provides example code in R to encourage the student to
experiment. * Offers exercises and their solutions to test and deepen
understanding. The book is suitable for postgraduate and advanced undergraduate
students in mathematics and statistics.
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